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1.1 Figure illustrating astrometry tehnique (Adapted from :www.astro.wis.edu/
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Introdution(Pazynski, 1996). Later in 1795, Pierre-SimonMarquis de Laplae desribed the inueneof a heavy body's gravitational fore on light ow. With the aid of General relativity it isnow possible to give a orret expression for the radius within whih light annot esapefrom a given mass. This is now referred as the Shwarzshild radius, and is given by :
R = Rs =
2GM
c2
, (1.2)(Shneider et al., 1992), (Shneider, 2006).Theoretial works regarding deetion of light were done assuming that light ouldbehave as a test partile: during that time the onept of photons was not introdued(Shneider, 2006). But the advanement in the General Theory of Relativity, by AlbertEinstein, espeially the paper he published in 1911, helped him to obtain the same valuefor the deetion angle from the priniple of equivalene as obtained by Soldner. Hederived the deetion angle without the prior knowledge and work of Soldner (Shneideret al., 1992). Some time after the theoretial work derived by Einstein, the deetionangle was observationally onrmed during solar elipse with some 30% error, thoughsome sientists did not aept this result due to the growing antisemitism in the early





















Figure 1.1: Figure illustrating astrometry tehnique (Adapted from :www.astro.wis.edu/










1.2 Tehniques used to detet planets
Figure 1.2: Illustration of Radial Veloity Method (Adapted from http:www.deepy.org/TheNeighborhood/ 71)Fine Guide Sensor (FGS) was suessfully used on 2−3 objets to detet exoplanets(Perryman, 2011)(and referenes therein). The European Spae Ageny(ESA) isalso working on a mission alled GAIA, to be launhed in 2012, using astrometritehniques (Perryman, 2000, 2011) to nd exoplanets as it is illustrated in Fig.1.1.2. Radial Veloity: This is one of the most suessful planet searh tehniques fromground based telesopes. This method requires intensive monitoring of the variationin the spetrum of the light oming from the star. When a star-planet system rotatesabout their ommon baryentre, the variation in veloity of the star an be measuredwhen it moves toward or away from the Earth and hene results in the variationof the spetral lines of the light emitted due to the Doppler eet. Fig.1.2 showsthe illustration of radial veloity method, whih shows the Doppler shift due to thestellar wobble.When the star moves toward the Earth, an observed spetrum line shifts to the blueand when it moves away, a red-shifted spetrum is observed as it is illustrated in Fig.

























1.2 Tehniques used to detet planets











IntrodutionFigure 1.4 shows the planets deteted by Kepler mission whih was sent to orbit in










1.2 Tehniques used to detet planetsgeneral happens to our for small mass objets with large distane between soureand lens as well in ompat objets with mass range between 10−6 ≤ M
M⊙










IntrodutionAs in Doppler method, when a pulsar moves away from the Earth, the time betweeneah pulse beomes longer and in reverse, when a pulsar moves toward the Earth,the time will be shorter. So by measuring periodi hanges in pulse timing, theexistene of planets around the pulsars together with estimates of the semi-majoraxis of the planet's orbit as well as a lower limit on the mass of the planet anbe obtained. In searhing for extrasolar planets, unexpetedly, the rst planetaryobjet was deteted around a pulsar. The parent star was the pulsar PSR B1257+12,
500 p away, two planetary objets deteted around it with 2.8M⊕ having a periodof 98.22 days and a 3.4M⊕ with a period 66.54 days (see Doyle (2008) and referenestherein).In order to searh for planets using the pulsar timing method it is good to study thebasis on the time delay of pulses by onsidering a system onsisting of a planet ofmass Mp orbiting around a pulsar, ap distane away from the ommon baryentreand a pulsar with mass M∗ and a∗ away from the baryentre to the entre of thepulsar, where the baryentre is a ommon point around whih the pulsar and theplanet rotate. During rotation, the motion of the pulsar around the baryentreauses the addition/subtration of the light travel time whih in turn results indelay or early arrival of the periodi variations in the timing of the pulsar pulses.A pulsar and a planet rotating in a irular orbit around a baryentre ause amaximum amplitude of time delay given by:





, (1.3)where i is the inlination of the planet's orbit (i = 90o, edge-on orbit), - the speedof light.For phase angles 90o and 270o, the pulses will be 'on time' whereas for phase angle
0o, the pulse will be late by an amount τ . For phase angle 180o, the pulse willbe early by an amount τ (Doyle, 2008). Using the light travel time aross thestellar-baryentre distane, the pulsar timing method an be used to determine theplanet-star mass ratio, true orbital period of the planet and if the planet-star systemorbit is not irular its eentriity an be determined as well. Pulsar timing is verysensitive and is apable of deteting planets with ( 1
10










1.2 Tehniques used to detet planets











































wn 2Theory of Gravitational Lensing
























2.1 Gravitational Lensing by Single Stars
Figure 2.1: A shemati representation of gravitational lensing by a spherially symmetrisingle lens showing observer position O, lens position L and the two images S1 and S2.
DLS, Ds, and DL are distanes from soure plane to lens plane, observer plane to soureplane and observer plane to lens plane, respetively (Shneider 2006).To study the point-soure point-lens model, let us derive the lens equation, whihrelates the observed image positions to the atual soure position in the presene ofdeetors (lenses) by onsidering the simplest situation:
β = θ − α. (2.2)Introduing the redued deetion angle α as α ≡ α̂DLS
DS
, and substituting bak thisvalue the lens equation an be rewritten as






















, (2.5)Substituting equation 2.5 bak into equation 2.3, by using the value of α from theredued deetion angle, and rearranging, the lens equation an be rewritten as:
θ2 − βθ − θ2E = 0, (2.6)where θE = √ DLSDSDL 4GMC2 , alled the Einstein ring radius, is the unit to whih alllength and time sales in gravitational lensing are normalized to make all lensingvariables dimensionless. If we try to solve the lens equation for position of the soure










2.1 Gravitational Lensing by Single Stars









. (2.7)One of the images, the major image, is always outside the Einstein ring radius
θ+ ≥ 1 on the same side of the lens as the soure and the other image alled minorimage is always inside the Einstein ring radius θ− ≤ 1 on the opposite side of thesoure and the optial axis as it is illustrated in Fig.2.2 (Mao, 2008; Gaudi, 2010).We an also further study the angular separation of the two images as:































Theory of Gravitational LensingIf β < θE the deviation from the optial axis is small as ompared to the Einsteinangle and the image separation is approximately twie the Einstein radius. It is alsopossible to derive a dimensionless lens equation by dividing the lens equation with
θ, that is:
βθ = θ2 − θ2E , (2.11)












. (2.13)Now dene β
θE
= u and y = θ
θE
, so the lens equation will have the form u = y − 1
y




















Figure 2.3: Figure showing trajetories of light rays from a surfae area dS of the soureand its orresponding two images dS1 and dS2 projeted on the lens plane (Adapted fromMollerah and Roulet, 1996).where dΩ is the observed solid angle and dΩ0 is the solid angle in the absene ofgravitational lensing. We learly stated previously that a soure with angular po-sition −→β has two images at θ+ and θ−. Consider a soure element dS in Fig.2.3,subtending a solid angle dΩ0 = dSD2s = βdφdβ observed in the image positions sub-tending a solid angle dΩ± = dS±D2
L














, (2.16)where Jj,k is the Jaobian and is the transformation matrix from lens plane ξ =



















































, (2.22)where u = β
θE
and y = θ
θE
. As authors like Gaudi (2010) stated if u → ∞, then



































days, (2.24)where RE is the Einstein radius (Perryman, 2011).2.3 Light urvesThe phenomenon of mirolensing ours when an objet happens to move in frontof the soure and results in the hange of magniation. In mirolensing eventsthere is always a relative motion of the soure, lens and observer implying the timedependene of the angular separation between the soure and lens. This also leadsus to say magniation is also a funtion of time. The lens-soure motion as a resultof uniform motion an be parametrized as:
u(t) = {u20 + (
t− t0
tE










Theory of Gravitational Lensing
Figure 2.4: Light urves for point-soure point-lens mirolensing events with relativemotion between the soure and lens, for dierent impat parameters.where u0 is the is the smallest angular distane between the soure star and the lineof sight to the lens and t0 is the time at the losest approah. Substituting equation









































Theory of Gravitational Lensing2.4 Finite Soure EetA point-soure point-lens model whih is parametrized by equation 2.26 is validwhen the soure size is small as ompared to the Einstein ring radius and theimpat parameter. However, if one of the ases mentioned fails, the light urve ofthe mirolensing event will be aeted. As Witt & Mao (1994) desribed, when theimpat parameter u is very muh smaller than the radius of the extended soure










2.4 Finite Soure Eet











Theory of Gravitational Lensing
Figure 2.7: Finite soure eet shown in the mirolensing event MACHO-1995-BLG-30assuming uniform soure where the dashed line shows the point soure model. Datapoints olleted in R denoted by Red data points from MACHO, CTIO, UTSO, WISE,and grey points represent MJUO and, V are from MACHO points denoted in blue andUTSo labeled in green (Adapted from Lee et al. 2009).2.5 Modeling Finite Soure EetGravitationally lensed extended soures have light urves whih are dierent fromthe ordinary point-soure point-lens mirolensing events due to the atness of theurve at the peak. In modelling the nite soure mirolensing light urve the totalreeived ux is a ombination of Fs, intrinsi ux of the magnied soure star, FBthe bakground, unresolved ux from the observed target and is given by Rahvar &Dominik (2008):















), u0 is the impat parameter, t0 the time at the losest distane, θE isthe Einstein ring radius and tE Einstein ring rossing time. Sine our assumptionregarding the soure star is uniform bright soure then the brightness prole funtionof the soure I = 1,
































Binary Lensespossibilities: the rst opinion is 'Blending', light oming from another bakgroundsoure star or the system has more than two lenses.In the seond possibility, Shneider & Weiss (1986) also derived analytially theritial urves (refer Chapter 4 for further disussions) and austis for binary lensesfor a spei value of mass ratio q = 1 (the two lenses have equal mass) and foundthree dierent regions: lose, intermediate and wide binary regions. We will givebrief overview of these regions in the oming setions.3.1 Basi Lens Equations in Binary LensesIn the previous hapter we have explained the basi lens equation by point-masslenses, whih is haraterized by its mass and its light urve also desribed by thedistane of losest approah and the time of losest approah. In this hapter weare going to briey explain binary lens equation and its properties.When we are studying binary lenses, we should be aware of the omplexity of themathematis involved due to the presene of the seond lens beause the preseneof the seondary lens introdues three new parameters. These new parameters are:(a) The mass ratio q = M2
M1










3.1 Basi Lens Equations in Binary Lenses
Figure 3.1: A shemati representation of gravitational lensing by two lenses, M1 and
M2 loated at ρ1and ρ2, respetively where DL, Ds and DLS are distanes from lensplane to observer plane, observer plane to soure plane and lens plane to soure plane,respetively. α is the deetion angle, (η1, η2) are oordinates on the soure plane and


















































3.2 Complex Formalism of Binary Lens Equationwhere M = M1 +M2 is the total mass.3.2 Complex Formalism of Binary Lens EquationTo make the binary lens formalism and omputational work easier, we are now ina position to modify the equation and write it in omplex formalism developed byWitt (1995). This type of representation will result in giving solutions separated asreal and imaginary parts and hene leads to the parametri representation of theritial urves.Witt (1993) stated that the omplex formalism in mirolensing lens equations isuseful in some ases instead of the two-dimensional vetors beause expressing thelens equation in omplex formalism will allow one to nd parametri representationof the austis whih enables to ompute the whole austi network of sample pointmasses. Another advantage of the omplex formalism is that it redues the onven-tional two dimensional lens equation in to one omplex equation and this allows oneto investigate more issues in lensing analytially (Witt & Mao, 1995). After sayingthis, it is easy to rewrite the lens equation in omplex form by introduing omplexformalism representation of the soure and image positions as:




z +DLSα(z, z), (3.6)where α(z, z) is the omplex deetion angle. To understand gravitational mi-rolensing in binary lens system, it is useful to work with angular variables denedin the omplex plane (Mollerah & Roulet, 2002) then the simplied form of binarylensing equation in omplex form is written as:






, (3.7)where µ1 = M1M and µ2 = M2M are mass frations of the individual lenses and and










Binary Lensesomplex onjugate of z. All lengths are normalized by the Einstein ring radiusgiven in the previous setion for the total mass of the two lenses.This equation an be written as a fth order omplex polynomial and hene it isimpossible to nd solutions analytially. But it is possible to get solutions usingnumerial methods, whih gives us the position of the image z. This equation willgive either three or ve solutions depending on whether the soure is inside or outsidethe austis (Witt & Mao, 1995). Sine the images resulting from mirolensingannot be resolved due to the small separations between individual images, theampliation an be obtained by the sum of individual ampliations of eah image,
Aj . These ampliations an be derived by the Jaobian of the transformation ofthe lens equation given above in Eqn.3.7 evaluated at the image position:





























3.3 Binary Lenses with External Sheardeveloped the Chang and Refsdal model of mirolensing, it was haraterized bytwo fators 'Convergene' and 'Shear', where the onvergene depends on the massdensity within the beam and determines the magniation of the image whereasthe latter depends on the mass distribution outside of the beam and determines thedistortion of the image (Ryu & Park, 2007).For a single lens mirolensing event in the presene of shear, the total ampliationhas a shear term whih results in a deviation of the light urve from ordinary singlelens light urve. In the presene of shear the amount of deviation from the ordinarysingle lens is given by the exess magniation (Ryu & Park, 2007)





















wn 4Caustis and Critial Curves
In this hapter we are going to introdue Caustis and Critial Curves in additionwe are going to write the lensing equation in parametri form so that we an developa FORTRAN program to ge the solution of the lens equation.The binary lens equation, developed earlier in the previous hapter, an be rewrittenusing the omplex formalism for dierent masses of lenses assuming that the largermass (primary) lens is situated at the origin, whereas the seondary is loated at adistane d to the left:


















Caustis and Critial Curvesplane to the positions of its images at z on the lens plane. In the region of spae















= e−iφ(1 + q). (4.3)This equation an be written as








= 0. (4.4)After some algebra, the equation will redue to






eiφ = 0. (4.5)This equation an be solved for a given value of φ and an have four omplexsolutions whih result in austi urves when φ runs from 0 to 2π. Here, we developeda FORTRAN program whih an nd numerial solution for Eqn. 4.5 for a givenrange of q, d and φ, where its solution is a omplex number with real and imaginaryparts. Using gnuplot I ploted the solutions of this equation to get the austi urvesshown below in green lines. I also developed a FORTRAN program whih an ndthe solution for Eqn.4.1 by reading the solutions of Eqn.4.5. Hene the solutionsof Eqn. 4.1 gives ritial urves shown below in blue lines. In Figs. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3,
























Caustis and Critial Curvesthe soure is lose to the austis. In a gravitationally mirolensed star by a lenssystem omposed of two masses, the resulting light urve dramatially hanges fromsymmetri one of a single lens system (Han & Hwang, 2009). This deviation oursdue to the formation of austis for binary lensing system. Caustis of a pair ofpoint masses may onsist of a single ontinuous urve, or two or three separate om-ponents of urves due to its lens onguration (Shneider & Weiss, 1986) and (Erdl& Shneider, 1993). In the upoming setion detail disussion of the topologies ofbinary lenses due to dierent onguration of lenses will be disussed.4.3 Topologies of Binary LensesShneider & Weiss (1986) developed austi urves for equal mass lens systems andshowed that a binary lensing system displays in three dierent topologies, whih aredesribed as lose binaries, intermediate binaries and wide binaries depending onthe separation of the two lenses in units of Einstein ring radius, θE orrespondingto the total mass as well as the mass ratio of the lenses q = M1
M2
(Dominik, 1999;Cassan et al., 2010; Gaudi, 2010).(a) Close Binaries: Aording to Dominik (1999) and Dominik (2007), these typesof binaries lie in the separation distane range d < 1√
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4.3 Topologies of Binary Lenses
Figure 4.1: Critial urves shown with blue dotted lines and smaller blue irles andaustis shown with green line for Close Binary system with mass ratio=1 and separationdistane = 1√
2
.The binary lens omponents are shown with blak dots, on the right andleft side of the entral austi, green diamond austi, on the line passing through theorigin and the enter of the entral austi. The x and y-axes are the real and imaginarypart of the solutions of equations 4.1 and 4.5. Where the primary star is loated at theorigin and the seondary situated at a distane 1√
2
to the left. The axes are annotated inunits of Einstein Radius.(b) Intermediate (Resonant) Binaries: For binaries of equal mass lenses q = 1, d =
1.414 is the transition separation distane from lose to intermediate binarieswhih is shown in gure 4.2. As the separation distane inreases, the topologyof ritial urves also hanges. In this region, 1√
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Caustis and Critial Curves
Figure 4.2: Critial and austi urves for intermediate binary lensing with mass ratio =











4.3 Topologies of Binary Lenses
Figure 4.3: Critial and austi urves for wide binary lensing with mass ratio = 1 andseparation = 4 . Coloured points, blak dots and axis units are as for Fig.4.1.










Caustis and Critial Curves





















4.4 Model Light Curves for Binary Lens










Caustis and Critial Curves











4.4 Model Light Curves for Binary Lens










Caustis and Critial Curves
Figure 4.9: Left panel: Causti urve(Red diamond) produed for given mass ratio of 0.99and soure trak., Right panel:The light urve produed for a binary lens system withmass ratio 0.99 and distane between binary omponents is 0.9










4.4 Model Light Curves for Binary Lens











Caustis and Critial Curves
Figure 4.12: Left panel: Causti urve generated for a binary system of mass ratio 0.8and separation distane of 1., Right panel: Binary lens model light urve produed fora binary mass ratio of 0.8 as the soure passes aross the austi line shown in the leftpanel.










4.4 Model Light Curves for Binary Lens
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Mirolensing in Searhing for Extrasolar Planets
Figure 5.1: Geometry of mirolensing event omposed of a planet and a star in whihlight oming from the soure is deeted by the gravitational potential of the lens sys-tem.(Adapted from Rattenbury (2006)).



























Figure 5.2: Light urve of mirolensing events: Top panel shows light urve produed bysingle lens giving smooth and symmetri urve. Bottom panel:Light urve produed inthe presene of planet. The small deviation is aused by the planet whih ats as a lensand magnies the bakground soure and hene leaves a short duration peak.(Adaptedfrom PLANET mirolensing ollaboration Home page: http://planet.iap.fr/planet.html).and they also demonstrated that the lensing zone of entral perturbations is dierentfor dierent mass ratios whih is dierent from the lassial lensing zone where thisis not aeted by the mass ratio.Table 5.1: Lensing zones for galati lenses (Adapted from (Sakett, 1997))Lens Type Disk lens (4Kp) Bulge lens (6 Kp)
1.0M⊙ Disk 2.4 - 6.4 AU 2.1 - 5.5 AU










Mirolensing in Searhing for Extrasolar Planets5.1 Planetary CaustisBinary lens austi struture is determined by two parameters, the mass ratio q = Mp
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5.2 Observational Evidene of Mirolensing Events
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5.2 Observational Evidene of Mirolensing EventsContinuous observation allowed an estimate on the date of seond austi rossingto be on June 19.3± 1.5UT to be issued June 15.3. Later data from June 15 madethis time approximation to be revised and estimated to be June 19.2±1.5UT. June
17 data provided information about predition time to be June 18.2 when the seondausti rossing atually happened (Alok et al., 1999).Later Jaroszy«ski & Mao (2001) showed that reliable predition of the exat timingis intrinsially diult and this is only possible relatively late. Wambsganss (2006)stated in his paper that real-time analysis provides the possibility to analyze thelight urve of a mirolensing event while the event is ongoing inaddition it allowsastronomers to take ation quikly.In this regard the other very interesting and spetaular event in mirolensing obser-vation is EROS BLG-2000−5, R.A. =17h53m11s.5, del.= -30o55′35′′, l = 359o.14 b= −2o.43 alerted by EROS on May 5, 2000 (An et al., 2002). Later on June 8, 2000,the Mirolensing Planet Searhing (MPS) ollaboration dispathed an anomaly alertstating that the brightness of the soure inreased by 0.5 from the previous nightand ontinued its brightness by 0.1 mag
40minute
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5.2 Observational Evidene of Mirolensing Events
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational Mirolensing6.2 Planets Disovered through Mirolensing(a) OGLE-2003-BLG-235/MOA-BLG-53Alerted and reported by OGLE Early Warning System (Udalski, 2003), OGLE-
2003-BLG-235/MOA-BLG-53, OGLE-2003-BLG-235 (α = 18h05m16s.35, δ =-28o53′42”.0, J2000) during the 2003 observing season on 22 June but thistarget was independently deteted by MOA on 2003 July21 and was labelledas MOA-2003-BLG-53.The OGLE observation group, aording to Bond et al. (2004), observed thetarget in the I band with an exposure time of 120s on the other hand theMOA observation group observed the target with a broad band red lter withan exposure time of 180s. The photometry for the two observing teams werederived using dierene image analysis (Wozniak, 2000).Bond et al. (2004) stated that the mirolensing event was the rst mirolensingtarget leading to the disovery of planet and they developed a model light urveshown below.OGLE-2003-BLG-235 (MOA-BLG-53) was observed sine 2000 and this longduration was a behavior for single point lens mirolensing events (Bond et al.,2004), but this event had a unique feature whih is a short duration deviationfrom known single lens mirolensing events. The spike resulted was due to thesoure rossing the losed austis, where the rst spike is due to the soureoming in to the austi and the seond spike on the other hand is due to thesoure exiting from the austi. From the light urve shown below in Fig.6.1,the austi entry and exit was well overed by MOA on July 21, 2003. Bondet al. (2004) studied the time taking for the soure to ross the austis andfound to be short 12% of the total time needed to ross the Einstein ring radiusand they used this information with the small amplitude (25 perent) of thephotometri deviation to determine the mass ratio whih resulted in the eventto be a binary lens system with small mass ratio (q = 0.0039).Bond et al. (2004) used minimization shemes to searh χ2 loal minima byallowing all the parameters used to desribe the binary lens, tE the Einsteinrossing time, u0 the impat parameter, t0 time for losest approah to theenter of mass, q the mass ratio, transverse separation of lens omponents,
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational MirolensingEinstein ring was inluded furthermore two linear saling parameters betweenthe magniation and the ux units for eah passband, to vary all at a time.This minimization sheme resulted in loal minima of χ2 = 1390.4 for 1267degree of freedom with small mass ratio of q = 0.0039. This mass ratio is astrong evidene of its seondary to be a planetary ompanion (Bond et al.,2004). Further analysis of OGLE-2003-BLG-235/MOA-BLG-53 resulted in
Dlen = 5.2
+0.2



















6.2 Planets Disovered through Mirolensing(b) OGLE-2005-BLG-071This mirolensing target was alerted by Early Warning System on 2005Marh17using the OGLE-III observation and was predited to have a peak about amonth time. But using the OGLE observation data points 3 days before thelosest approah and µFUN points the target was peaking a high magnia-tion whih in turn triggered intensive observation and follow up of the target.Udalski et al. (2005) desribed that a single lens t to this observation resultedworse χ2 whih leads to a seond alert by µFUN stating about the start ofthe anomaly. Dierent observatories overed the event. Udalski et al. (2005)used the data from OGLE (1.3m telesope at Las Campanas Observatory inChile), MOA (0.6m at Mount John Observatory in New Zealand), µFUN Chile(SMART 1.3m telesope at CTIO), Palomar (60inh (1.5m) roboti telesope),MDM (Hiltner 2.4m at Kitt Peak), Aukland (0.3mNustrini telesope at Auk-land Observatory), Farm Cove (0.25m Meade at Farm Cove Observatory),Faulkes North (2.0m in Hawaii), and Canopus (1.0m at Hobart, Tasmania).Udalski et al. (2005) demonstrated that the event was a planetary mirolens-ing with a mass ratio, q = 0.0071 obtained from the best t and onstrainedthe mass of the host star to be in the range 0.08M⊙ < M < 0.5M⊙ with theplanet's distane found to be in the range 1.5 < DL < 5kp and the mass ofthe planet is in the range 0.05 < mp
MJup
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational Mirolensingof ∼ 13M⊕ with projeted separation of 2.7AU.(d) OGLE-2005-BLG-390(Cool Planet of 5.5M⊕)During the 2005 mirolensing observation season, OGLE Early warning systemannouned a target OGLE-2005-BLG-390 (α = 17 : 54 : 19.2, δ = −30 : 22 :
38, J2000) and was monitored and observed by PLANET, OGLE and MOAobserving groups. As Beaulieu et al. (2006) desribed follow up of the targetresulted in a maximum magniation of Amax = 3 on the 31st of July andontinuous monitoring of this event resulted a deviation from single lens lighturve on 9 August 2005 spotted by PLANET and the deviation nally wasonrmed and resulted due to a low mass planet orbiting the lens star. Thebest t light urve shown in Fig.6.4 learly shows the deviation from singlelens mirolensing event. The top right panel in the gure shows the magniedview of the planetary deviation.The analysis of the observed data revealed the presene of the rst low massplanet with a mass ratio q = 7.6 × 10−5 and projeted planet star separation
d = 1.610± 0.008θE. In addition Beaulieu et al. (2006) alulated the angularradius using the surfae brightness relation with its olor and found to be
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational Mirolensing(e) OGLE-2006-BLG-109 (Jupiter/Saturn analog)The OGLE Warning System announed OGLE-2006-BLG-109 as a non stan-dard mirolensing event with a sign of planet (Gaudi et al., 2008) and intensivefollow up and observations was done by µFUN and RoboNet. During followup, the event showed deviation from a single lens event on 5 April whih givesa lue of a binary lens. Between 5 to 8 of April this event resulted in additionalpeaks within 12hrs of the rs deviation where a preliminary model indiatedthat the rst deviation was due to the presene of a Jovian lass planet. Themodel also predited a peak to happen on the 8th of April but there were ad-ditional peaks on 5 to 6 of April whih in turn Gaudi et al. (2008) onludedthat this deviation happened due to a seond Jovian lass planet as it is shownin the best t mirolensing light urve in Fig. 6.5.Further analysis of the event OGLE-2006-BLG-109, Gaudi et al. (2008) on-rmed a multiple planetary systems with masses m1 = 0.71 ± 0.08MJ and
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational Mirolensing(f) MOA-2007-BLG-400Among the mirolensing targets observed during the 2007 observing seasonMOA-2007-BLG-400was the one with [(α, δ)J2000 = 18h09m41s.98, -29o13′26”.95)℄,whih was alerted by MOA ollaboration on 5th of September 2007. This targetwas alerted very late due to bad weather and the event time sale was short
tE ∼ 15 days.On the 7th of September Mirolensing FollowUP Network (µFUN) began ob-serving this target as a high magniation event but intensive follow up andobservation was not done till September 10, whih is 15hrs before the peakmagniation then intensive observation was done from seven dierent ob-servatories, µFUN Bronberg (South Afria), µFUN SMARTS (CTIO, Chile),
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational Mirolensingused "magniation map" tehnique for searhing ompanions over a widerange of masses. The main priniple is for a given (d, q) pair, rays were shotover a very narrow annulus in the image plane around the Einstein ring andsort the rays in pixel on the soure plane. Then, if there are pixels that intersetthe soure, it is possible to determine weather the rays landed on the soureor not then one an evaluate the soure surfae brightness at that position.The results obtained after the analysis were the mass ratio whih is found tobe 2.5+0.5−0.3×10−3 with d=2.9±0.2 and the ompanion was supposed to be CoolJovian mass planet. Dong et al. (2009) demonstrated the d ↔ d−1 degenerayand obtained a mass ratio q = 2.6±0.4×10−3 with d=2.9−1=0.34+0.03−0.02. In theirmodel Dong et al. (2009) also demonstrated the nite soure eet with soureradius relative to Einstein ring radius given by ρ = θ∗
θE











6.2 Planets Disovered through Mirolensing(g) MOA-2007-BLG-192Bennett et al. (2008) presented the analysis of MOA-2007-BLG-192, whih wasthe rst planetary mirolensing event to be disovered without follow up ob-servations of the light urve. Observation was done using the 2.2deg2 eld ofMOA-Cam3, mounted on the 1.8m MOA-II telesope whih helps to over awide range 50deg2 of the Galati bulge every hour and the frequent samplingresulted in the detetion of MOA-2007-BLG-192 was one of the high magnia-tion events where planet detetion is possible from perturbation of the entralor "entral" austis.Analysis of this event was done by Bennett et al. (2008) and during modelingthey inluded parallax and xarallap (A mirolensing eet aused by the orbitalmotion of the soure star where the soure star have a binary orbit). So,Bennett et al. (2008) obtained the best t mirolensing model with nite soureeet and parallax eets shown in Fig.6.8 and used these values to determinethe lens mass M = 0.060.028−0.021M⊙, where m = 3.3+4.9−1.6M⊕ whih was likely abrown dwarf planet orbiting the lens mass. Then further analysis of MOA-
2007-BLG-192Lb ould also have a habitable surfae temperature taking into aount that the host star provides small radiative energy(Bennett et al.,2008).(h) OGLE-2007-BLG-368Lb(A Cold Neptune-Mass Planet)Sumi et al. (2010) disussed OGLE-2007-BLG-368Lb (R.A., del.)(2000)=
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational Mirolensing
2.8+0.5−0.6AU around a K-dwarf with mass ML = 0.64+0.21−0.26M⊙ and stated thatOGLE-2007-BLG-368Lb was found to be the fourth Neptune-mass planet de-teted by mirolensing (Sumi et al., 2010).(i) MOA-2008-BLG-310Lb (Sub Saturn Planet)Deteted by Mirolensing Observation in Astrophysis (MOA) on 2008 July 9(HJD' ≡ HJD − 2450000 = 4654.458) as MOA-2008-BLG-310 [(R.A., del.)= (17 : 54 : 14.53,−34 : 46 : 40.99), (l, b) = (355.92,−4.56)] and was one of themirolensing targets during the 2008 observation ampaign. MOA then issueda high magniation alert then the mirolensing Follow Up Network (µFUN)began intensive monitoring of this target (Janzak et al., 2010). Observation ofthis target was taken from six dierent observatories MOA(New Zealand) 1.8mI, µFUN Aukland (New Zealand) 0.41m R, µFUN Bronberg (South Afria)
0.36m unltered, µFUN SMARTS CTIO (Chile) 1.3m I, V, H, MiNDSTEP LaSilla (Chile) 1.54m I, and PLANET Canopus (Tasmania) 1.0m I. Among theseobservatories µFUN Bronberg overed the peak and the anomaly.The light urve shown below in Fig. 6.9 as disussed in Janzak et al. (2010)for MOA-2008-BLG-310 was primarily modeled as a single lens mirolensingevent and the data olleted t with this model with a prominent nite soureeet. Despite the eet of the nite soure eet, whih made the peak of thelight urve wide and smooth, no deviation from single lens model was observedbut the maximum magniation, Amax ∼ 400, ahieved made the event tobe a good andidate for planet detetion. Janzak et al. (2010) studied thedeviations observed in the residual from the single lens t (middle panel) anddisovered that the lens model under onsideration was more ompliated thana point lens where the short time sale deviation near the peak of a highmagniation event (middle panel) was a lue for existene of planetary orbinary ompanion.Detailed analysis by Janzak et al. (2010) resulted in a planet/star mass ratio
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Review of Planets Disovered through Gravitational Mirolensing(j) MOA-2009-BLG-319LbAlerted by MOA ollaboration on 2009 June 20 as an ordinary mirolensingevent, MOA-2009-BLG-319 [(R.A., del.)J2000)=(18h06m58s.13,−26o49′10”.89),(l, b)=(4.202,−3.014)℄ but was found to be a high magniation eet. Thenal and omplete observation data was olleted from 20 dierent observato-ries inluding MiNDSTEP, Infrared Survey Faility telesope in South Afria.Miyake et al. (2011) presented the analysis of the event and showed that theevent exhibits a number of austi rossings as it is learly shown on the lighturve. This mirolensing event was also aeted by nite soure eet. Theauthors also measured the soure olor and used it to determine the limb dark-ening parameters.In order to derive the parameters neessary to explain the event, MOA-2009-BLG-319, Miyake et al. (2011) used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)algorithm to nd the χ2 minimum. Sine the number of parameters to om-pletely desribe this event are large, where three parameters taken from singlelens events: t0 , tE , u0, from binary lens model: q, d, θE), α (the angle ofthe soure trajetory relative to the binary lens axis), ρ = θ∗
θE
(soure radiusrelative to the Einstein radius) in addition two parameters to desribe the un-magnied soure and bakground uxes for eah band and data set. Wideparameter searh was implemented and obtained best t model of mass ratio
q = 3.95 ± 0.02 with d = 0.97537 ± 0.00007. Miyake et al. (2011) studiedthe parallax eet in MOA-2009-BLG-319 and studied the properties of thelens and the soure whih is found to be a bulge G-dwarf soure star with
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wn 7Observations and Analysis





















7.2 Observation and Data Redution





















7.3 Program Used for Data Analysisformats espeially it reads data with default data le extension is .dat. It readsdata formats ranging from 3 olumns to 8 olumns. It has also a feature to aeptdata points from single site to multiple observatories. If several site data points areonsidered for analysis, the data format should be arranged in suh a way that it isompatible with the ode with le extension .lis ontaining all sites onsidered.PLENS point soure point lens model uses PSPL magniation and impat parame-ters given earlier in hapter 2 equation 2.24 and 2.27. Regarding the ux (magniedsoure and blend) tting PLENS uses the following equation:











Observations and AnalysisTable 7.2: Relation between ParametersStandard parameter notations Notation in this model Desription
d u planet-lens separation (RE)
q q planet-lens mass ratio
σ f error bar sale
α α the angle between the line joiningthe binary axis and planetposition measured from the y-axis
FB b Blend ux
u0 u0 Impat parameter
F0 m0 Base line magnitude
tE tE Einstein Crossing time
t0 t0 Epoh of peak magniationNow let us hoose dierent values of u and q as q = 0.0001, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.015,
0.02, 0.025, 0.3, 0.035, 0.04, 0.045...0.75, 1 and u = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5,
1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0, 3.25, 3.5 for adequate sampling of the (u, q) spae. Weassumed that these values thoroughly overed the spae so as to nd the lowest χ2value in the grid. In the meantime searhing all model parameters in this regionan be ahieved. For a xed value of (u, q, α), where α is the azimuth of the planetmeasured from the y-axis, we tried to build a χ2(u, q) map to identify the best tmodel region in the (u, q) spae. For further parameter renement and searhingbest t parameters, we took the oordinates (x, y) of the planet position, where wegot the lowest χ2. Then after onsidering the points where we got the loal minimabak to the main tting program and editing the parameters for further renementof the parameters by allowing all the parameters to vary so as to get the best tmodel from the data that we are analyzing.From randomly seleted values of (u, q) for minimum χ2 searh, (u, q, α) = (1.5,
0.025, 165o) is onsidered as a starting point for analysis. Then we obtained a loalminimum and reorded the oordinates for further analysis. On the other hand,using the main program we made a χ2(x, y) map for a planet moving in the grid










7.3 Program Used for Data Analysis
Figure 7.2: χ2(x, y) with 4 free parameters and representation of a moving planet, wherethe darker regions are possible planet positions. The bigger irle is the Einstein Ring,the dashed lines passing over the Einstein Ring is the major image whereas the bowlshape inside the lower part of the Einstein Ring is the minor image. The lowest χ2(x, y)is loated where the two dashed lines meet perpendiularly lose to the Ring at (−0.9830,





















wn 8Results, Disussion and Conlusions
8.1 Light Curve Fitting StrategiesThe magniation for point-soure point-lens mirolensing events, as desribed ear-lier, is given by equation 2.24 whereas in order to model the light urve for suhevents, it is neessary to have the equation for the predited ux whih is given by:










Results, Disussion and Conlusionsneeds gross observable properties of the point-soure point-lens mirolensing eventlight urve suh as tFWHM (time for full width half maximum), t0, the base andpeak uxes. Among the ve parameters stated earlier, four (u0, tE, Fs and Fb)are highly orrelated. Their orrelation is even revealed on the light urve, beausethere is no signiant dierene on the light urves of single lens mirolensing eventsplotted using dierent values of these parameters with the same values of the grossobservables stated earlier.During tting observational data, beause of parameter degeneraies stated earlier,it is worthwhile to onsider an alternative way to parametrize these events by on-sidering the gross observables (Gaudi, 2010). He stated that dierent observatory'sduring mirolensing observations use dierent lter band passes. The amount ofblended light is also dependent on the resolutions of the telesope under onsidera-tion. All these external fators aet the parameters that one uses for tting singlelens mirolensing events. So, all external fators should be onsidered (soure andblend uxes for eah observatories lter ombinations) during tting .The total number of parameters is given by Nnl + 2×N0, where Nnl is the numberof parameters needed to show A(t) and N0 is the number of independent data sets.From the expression given earlier, the observed ux is a linear funtion of F ks and
F kb . So for Nnl parameters whih are used to desribe the ampliation, one anobtain the soure and blend uxes using a least square tting (Dominik, 2008; Gaudi,2010).In order to nd the best t model, it is possible to use hybrid methods suh asMarkov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), Downhill simplex or grid searh so that thenonlinear parameters (u0, t0, tE) are varied. Then the best ts Fs and Fb are easilyobtainable for eah trial of nonlinear parameters.8.2 Lens Parameter Best Fit ResultsIn the previous hapter, we tried to show how the loal minimum is ahieved. Theoordinates obtained from the loal minimum, where possible planet signature is de-teted, were substituted bak in the FORTRAN program for further analysis. Thentting was done using amoeba downhill simplex method allowing all the parametersto vary for small iterations.The table below, Table 8.1 shows the value of χ2










8.2 Lens Parameter Best Fit ResultsTable 8.1: Values of χ2




4291−4 22.876648 b0 was 0.00 =⇒ −0.0077666
46315.617
4291−5 10.806257 sigmag0 was0.00 =⇒ 0.0575886779
46227.586
4291−6 10.788235 erbs1 was 1.00 −→ 1.3258587
4326.1318
4291−7 1.0098346values for dierent number of parameters is due to the fat that for ve parameter t,in the seond row of the table, it uses the normal error bars as reported in the datales, whereas for six parameter t it adds in quadrature an extra variane sigma2to the uxes and sales the nominal error bars, sigma i by a fator. These ts haveparameters whih in turn an hange the error bars. So, the likelihood equationgiven in Eqn.9.11 (given in the appendix), −2 lnL(ai) minimizes χ2 +∑Ni=1 ln σ2i ,where σ2 = σ20 + (fσi)2, here σ0 and f are onsidered to be two parameters, where











Results, Disussion and ConlusionsTable 8.2: Best Fit parameters obtained from the analysis of OGLE-2011-BLG-265Parameters Best t values Desription
t0 5760.2900± 0.018 time for Epoh of peak magniation
tE 50.99± 0.025 Einstein rossing time
u0 0.14± 0.036 Impat parameter
q 0.0042 mass ratio
u 1.034 Binary lens separation
A0 7.25± 0.019 Peak magniation
m0 1576± 0.023 Base line magnitude
t 5746.3500 Event time sale
α −63o.00 the angle from the +x-axis to the soure path measured lokwiseTable 8.3: Best Fit parameters, fs, f0 obtained from the analysis of OGLE-2011-BLG-265Parameters Best t values Desription
fs(AOB11265I) 1.82± 0.0072 soure ux measured at SAAO
f0(AOB11265I) 1.80± 0.038 total base line ux
fs(OOB11265I) 0.45± 0.00019 soure ux measured by OGLE
f0(OOB11265I) 0.44± 0.00011 total base line ux
fs(UOB11265I) 3.90± 0.014 soure ux measured at Canopus
f0(UOB11265I) 21.42± 0.059 total base line ux
fs(WOB11265I) 1.8± 0.0067 soure ux measured at Perth
f0(WOB11265I) 3.5± 0.031 total base line ux
fs(ZOB11265I) 1.83± 0.013 soure ux measured at La Silla











8.2 Lens Parameter Best Fit ResultsTables 8.2 and 8.3 summarizes the parameters of the best t model for the binarylens mirolensing event. Using the outputs we got from the t, we obtained themagnitude- residual light urve of the best possible solution of the data pointsanalyzed with χ2
DOF
= χ2
4291−7 = 1.01, where DOF = N −n, N is the number of datapoints and n is the number of free parameters disussed before in the table 8.2. Afterrening the parameters we obtained best t model with the following parameters: q= 0.0042, u = 1.034 and peak magniation of A0 = 7.25± 0.019 ahieved at epohtime t0 = 5760.29. The base-line magnitude of the event m0 = 15.76 ± 0.023 withEinstein rossing time of tE = 50.99 days. The values of the soure ux should havethe same value for dierent observatories, but we got dierent values. This an bedue to the seeing eet, sky bakground and the sensitivity of the CCD used forobservation.The light urve shown below in Fig 8.1 shows the magniation with time for mi-rolensing event observed from 5 observatories. In the upper panel, the data pointslabeled by blak are from the South Afrian Astronomial Observatory and oversthe target soon after the anomaly nished its peak. It also overs some part after thepeak magniation with Base line magnitude, unmagnied m0 = 15.76±0.023 withsoure ux fs(AOB11265I) = 1.82 ± 0.0072 and f0(AOB11265) = 1.81 ± 0.038,is the base line (unlensed ux). Later in the proess, it piks a maximum mag-niation of 7.25 ± 0.019. Most of the data points in the light urve are omingfrom the OGLE 1.3m, Warsaw University Telesope in Las Campanas. The OGLEdata, (OB11265I), points overed the target from the beginning, the anomaly, thepeak magniation as well as the later stage of the event till the end. By on-sidering the SAAO base line magnitude as a referene, the analysis of this datashowed a hange in magnitude of m−m0 = −1.5 with fs = 0.45± 0.00019mag and











Results, Disussion and Conlusions










8.2 Lens Parameter Best Fit ResultsThe data points denoted in green are obtained from Canopus Telesope overingimmediately before the anomaly, at the peak of magniation and just down the exitfrom the peak magniation with m−m0 = 0.83 with blend ux, b = FsourcefluxFtotal base line flux ,
b = 4.48 and fs = 3.91 ± 0.014, f0 = 21.421 ± 0.059. The remaining two sets ofdata points are from Perth Observatory, blue points whih has m−m0 = −0.01 andblend ux of 0.94 with fs = 1.8±0.0068, f0 = 3.5±0.031. La Silla, labelled by yan,over quite few parts on the light urve with fs = 1.83 ± 0.013, fo = 1.81 ± 0.074and blend ux of −0.01 with error bar sale of 1.33. Smith et al. (2007) stated thatthose data points with blend ux, b = 1 are not aeted by blending whereas for bapproahing 0 the observation is highly aeted by blending.The planetary signal (anomaly) is not well overed as shown in the light urveFigs.8.1 and Fig. 8.3. Only OGLE data overed the beginning of the anomaly verywell but as the anomaly inreases there should be intensive monitoring of the targetbut in this ase it is not well overed. This results in some unertainties in theoutput of the nal tting.From the χ2 map set up earlier the planet detetion zone with lowest χ2 was lo-ated at (x, y) = (−0.9830, 0.4459). Using this oordinate for the nal planetarymirolensing tting and parameters renement, we obtained the position where thebest t model is ahieved.This planetary signal oordinate is found to be at (x, y) = (−0.9217, 0.4687) witherror bar sale f= 0.8876, where this value is the unertainty in the data. Theangle from the +x-axis to the soure path, measured lokwise, after rening theparameters is α = −63o. Using the nal best t parameters u = 1.034 and q =
0.0042, on whih the struture of the binary depends, the best t is plotted in Fig.











Results, Disussion and Conlusions
Figure 8.2: Conguration of the austi urve for the binary mirolensing lensing withsoure path for the event, OGLE-2011-BLG-265 with planetary signal of mass ratio q =
0.0042 and separation u = 1.034. Where the planet is loated on the -x-axis supposedto be on the left side of the austi struture where as the host star is on the + x-axissituated on the right side of the austi.The gure shown in Fig.8.2 is plotted using the best t parameters. Here theangle we used for this plot is obtained from the oordinates where planet signa-ture anomaly is observed, (x, y) = (−0.9217, 0.4687). From trigonometry, we have
tan−1 y
x











8.2 Lens Parameter Best Fit Results
Figure 8.3: Figure showing best t mirolensing events: Upper panel: Best t light urveof planetary signal mirolensing event, Middle panel: Normalized residuals (Data−model
σ
)plotted with respet to time and lower panel: Residual (Data- model), the deviation fromthe best t model, having either positive or negative values depending on the deviation ofthe data points from the urve either above or below respetively, of the target , OGLE-










Results, Disussion and ConlusionsA planetary mirolensing anomaly, as desribed by Horne et al. (2009), an berevealed on the light urve with a short duration hump. Horne et al. (2009) explainedthe relation between the planet's Einstein ring radius with Einstein ring radius REas well as the duration of the planet anomaly with the Einstein rossing time tEusing:
rp = REq
1
2 , (8.2)where rp is planet Einstein ring radius and RE is the Einstein ring radius
tp = tEq
1
2 , (8.3)where tp is duration of planetary anomaly, the time the planet needs to ross thediameter of the planet's Einstein ring, and tE is Einstein rossing time.Using the relations derived in equation 8.3, the Einstein rossing time for our bestt model is found to be tE = 50.99 days with mass ratio q = 0.0042. We alsoobtained the duration of the anomaly, where the image of the soure rosses theplanet Einstein ring radius, to be











8.3 Conlusions8.3 ConlusionsThis projet entitled, "Gravitational Mirolensing and the Searh for ExtrasolarPlanets", overed the theoretial aspets of gravitational lensing, mirolensing andhigher order eets related to mirolensing suh as nite- soure eet.By introduing some parameter minimization shemes and algorithms and applyingthem to real observational data from the mirolensing event OGLE-2011-BLG-265,we onluded that the light urve is best desribed by a binary lens mirolensingevent with a planetary ompanion of mass ratio of q = 0.0042. Aording to Bondet al. (2004), the light urves of binary mirolensing events allow muh more auratedetermination of the mass ratio than the mass of the individual omponents. Theyalso desribed the riterion of the binary lens omponents based on the mass ratio.A planetary mirolensing events therefore are haraterized by a mass ratio q <




































)2, (9.1)where σi is measure of error (standard deviation) and N is the number of datapoints. A lose study of the alulated values will have a magnitude of the orderof N sine eah value of the sum is expeted to have a value very lose to 1(Kane,2000). This relation will tell us how good/bad our t is. For example, if the valueof χ2 is muh greater than the number of data points, the deviation of the t fromthe model is signiantly high and results in poorly tted data. On the other hand,if the χ2 is muh less than N, the error is over-estimated and results in over-t tothe model. Let us introdue DOF = N − n, by taking into aount the numberof free parameters under onsideration leading to alulate the number of degreesof freedom, where n is the number of free parameters and N is the total numberof data points. So the resulting value, χ2
DOF
, is known as redued value of χ2. Theredued χ2 will have a value loser to 1 for best t model.
χ2reduced =
χ2






















Figure 9.1: Possible ways of movement in Downhill simplex method during nding a loalminima (Adapted from Press et al., 1986).










9.1 Important Optimization Tehniques Used for Mirolensing Fitting9.1.2 Maximum LikelihoodIf one is doing tting to a model having M adjustable parameters aj with N datapoints, the model predits let us say
y(xi) = y(xi; a1, ...aM), (9.3)minimizing the equation over the parameters a1, ..an, ΣNi=1[yi−y(xi; a1, ...aM)]2 wherethe equation on the right side shows the dependene of the parameters. So hereobtaining the parameters using this method basially depends on the probabilitywhere the data must not be too improbable for the orret hoie of the parameters.Maximum likelihood is a more intuitive method. The basi priniple in maximumlikelihood tting proedure is for a olletion of N events whih orresponds to anindependent variable xi and dependent variable yi. The target is to obtain theset of parameters a1...am of a funtion given earlier. So the model funtion an beonverted to normalized probability density funtion (Bevington & Robinson, 1992):







)2]∆y, (9.5)where the term (yi−y(xi)
σ


















Appendixwhere N, ∆y and σ are onstants implying minimizing this equation, Eqn.9.7 isequivalent to maximizing ΣNi=1[yi−y(xi; a1, ...aM)]2. From the disussions above onean see that if the measured errors are independent and normally distributed withonstant σ, the least square tting is maximum likelihood (Press et al., 1986).Authors like Cassan et al. (2010) also stated that the likelihood is a funtion ofparameters ai and a probability distribution over the data D. so,


















ln2π + ΣNi=1lnσi], (9.10)






















P (Q|S) + P (Q̄|S) = 1, (9.12)where P(Q|S) is probability of Q ourring on its own from the information providedin S.Produt rule
P (Q,R|S) = P (Q|R, S)P (R|S), (9.13)whih is dened as the joint probability of Q given that R ours times the probabil-ity of R ourring on its own. If we want to study the probability of R irrespetiveof Q both the rules stated earlier will give as:
P (R|S) = ΣQP (Q,R|S), (9.14)where P (R|S) is marginal probability of R. The other thing that we should beaware of is P (Q,R|S) = P (R,Q|S), then the produt rule will lead us in derivingthe Bayes' theorem:
P (R|Q, S) = P (Q|R, S)P (R|S)
P (Q|S) . (9.15)Simple substitution of Q by the observed data d and R by the hypothesis H,
P (H|d, S) = P (d|H,S)P (H|S)










9.1 Important Optimization Tehniques Used for Mirolensing Fitting
P (θ|D) = P (D|θ)P (θ)∫





























− (yi − y(xi;a))
∂2y(xi; a)
∂al∂ak




, (9.20)is symmetri. So, the ovariane matrix of the parameters under onsideration isgiven by
cov(ak, aj) = [
∂2χ2
∂ak∂al
]−1 = [H ]−1 (9.21)The higher order term ∂2χ2
∂ak∂al
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